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Keep your Routing, and your Business, on Track
With Roadnet, you can:

With Roadnet, you’re in charge—from day one.

•

Dramatically reduce miles driven, fuel costs and driver
overtime to realize greater profitability

•

Measure driver performance on a daily basis with clearly
defined itineraries, manifests, maps and directions

•

Maximize driver and equipment productivity in order to
follow changing regulations

From the moment you and your routing department start to
use Roadnet, you’re in total control. As a versatile enterprise
or a stand-alone solution, Roadnet gives you an effective,
tactical routing tool to boost your daily delivery and service
operations in just minutes, not hours.

•

Meet and exceed customer service expectations by
quickly turning exceptions into opportunities

•

Assess transportation costs for greater savings by drilling
down to actual costs per stop, per mile, or per unit of
measurement

•

Work smarter by investing fewer hours in your route
planning and more time in strategic forecasting

•

Capture daily reports and important historical data

The smarter way to route your day.
It’s never the same road—in managing transportation
operations, you live it, breathe it, and know it. Every day,
you deal with a whole new set of challenges—each one with
the potential to throw off your stops in a thousand different
ways, driving up costs and driving down service. All it takes
is one driver out sick, a big customer calling up with a service
request, a sudden change in weather, or a five-mile backup,
and you can be looking at one very bad day.
What you need is a transportation tool that can give you the
flexibility to handle whatever is thrown your way—one that
lets you adapt to whatever threatens your daily transportation
schedule and goals. Now, that solution is yours every routing
day with Roadnet®.

Integrating Roadnet with your existing operation is painless.
As a multi-user system running on a relational database, it
works seamlessly with your existing order entry and host
systems—and with all other Roadnet® Transportation Suite
products.
Right away, Roadnet lets you transform today’s orders into
tomorrow’s routes, locking in high-efficiency advantages
to improve customer service while reducing costs. In fact,
Roadnet typically delivers ROI within a year of deployment,
simply by helping you minimize excessive mileage, fuel costs,
high overtime, inefficient resource utilization and missed
customer time windows. Roadnet users consistently cut their
annual delivery costs by as much as 5 to 20 percent.

Give your routes the winning edge.
When your customer database is first imported, Roadnet
geocodes and stores every account by its exact address.
This data, when compared to the actual road network, lets
Roadnet optimize the fastest and most precise travel times
and distances—factoring in such issues as speed limits, turn
restrictions, rush hours and historical traffic data in advance.
And with map databases available for continuous updates,
Roadnet provides you with the most accurate mapping
information without fail. Adding a customer? Roadnet
instantly integrates new accounts into your current network
by attaching your customers to the closest street segment.
It’s that smart.
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The right plan for your business.

Power up your merchandising routes.

Every day, when your host system uploads your next-day
stops, Roadnet generates and displays a set of optimized
and balanced routes that promote the highest degree of
customer service and profitability. And that’s only half of
the picture. Roadnet can help you manage your customer
network even further, whatever its size or complexity.

Why choose between managing your merchandisers and
providing better customer service? With Roadnet, you
can do both by applying the same optimized routing and
scheduling controls to your merchandising routes.

By tapping into Roadnet’s advanced algorithms and
configurable “street-level” routing passes, you can quickly
generate a range of unique routing assignments to fit
your company’s particular needs. Revise your routes to
account for whatever variables you decide, including VIP
customers, preferred start/close times, maximum route
duration, resource allocation, time window requirements
and other special rules—up to a maximum of 999 separate
routing passes. Plus, Roadnet can easily handle such daily
exceptions like route loads, off-day deliveries, extended runs
and more.
Throughout your planning process, Roadnet instantly
adapts to whatever new ideas you may have regarding
route changes. Simply input your change to the route in
question—and it’s recalibrated and displayed instantly.
Drag and drop a stop from one route to another, shift
larger accounts onto preferred routes, flip or change the
stops sequence, or even add a group of stops in the most
profitable placements along your routes. Roadnet can
handle all of this and more.
By having this level of flexibility and control, you can
maintain consistent standards for your daily operations,
providing your drivers with clear performance expectations
for scheduling and sequencing.
As a result, expenses due to driver overtime and excessive
stop times disappear. Resource utilization starts to rise.
Customer service dramatically improves. By minimizing costs
and maximizing performance, your operation delivers more
while driving less, every day.

Roadnet can create merchandiser routes that integrate with
your current driver routes, accounting for a merchandiser’s
planned delivery time and time window setup. The
solution then filters the day’s orders and creates only
the merchandiser routes for those you select. You can
even configure the time windows for your merchandiser
to arrive exactly at the time your driver completes the
specific customer stop. Roadnet also generates such critical
information for your merchandisers as itineraries, driving
directions performance reports and maps.

The information you need, when you need it.
Creating and monitoring benchmarks for your daily
operations? It couldn’t be easier with Roadnet. Choose from
a broad selection of pre-formatted and easily configurable
progress reports (or create your own) to track and evaluate
every aspect of your daily service—and the costs involved.
The Resource Utilization Report gives you the big picture
on resource control—including number of vehicles used,
vehicle capacity and efficiency, vehicle costs per day and
more—over a defined time period.
The Route & Location Cost Report monitors cost by route
and account within a given time period that you select.
The Time Window Exception Report gauges your customer
service levels by comparing your actual or planned stop
times with each customer’s required time window, revealing
your daily percentage of missed time windows.
Other standard reporting features in Roadnet include:
•

Driver manifests, maps, directions and itineraries

•

Route summary statistics

•

Off-day delivery exception report

•

Actual versus planned reports by route and by stop
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Get the most ROI out of every route, every day. Roadnet’s
powerful Suggest Route application lets you insert
unassigned stops into the most appropriate route in the
area, based on whatever parameters you set. So, instead
of losing money on “orphan” stops, you’re generating
added revenues. Plus, Roadnet can even assess and place
unassigned stops automatically, in the best routes for you.

Optimized Service—Every Day. With Roadnet, you
can plan expressly for today—with access to a unique,
top-down view of every intended route. As this sample
screen shows, Roadnet lets you view all of the details of
your active next-day stops, including equipment, travel
times, and exceptions. In addition, you can zoom in on
the specific details of any one-route itinerary, and even
create a dynamic map view of that specific route, clearly
pinpointing each stop.

Are you operating on plan—and on budget? One of
Roadnet’s most vital progress reports, Actual vs. Planned
gives you and your company’s management a precise routeby-route comparison of successes and shortfalls. As this
sample screen shows, actual stops are 100 percent on-plan;
however, wide variances in service and travel time are also
evident. As a result, you quickly can determine the real costs
per stop on each route—and even assess the particular costs
per unit on a given load. With this level of detail at your
fingertips, you can easily create a more accurate plan for
tomorrow.
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Getting More from Your Technology Investment
The Omnitracs Alliance Program facilitates integration of Omnitracs solutions with other leading companies that
provide complementary technologies and services. This program taps into the power of integration in order to
best meet the needs of our shared customers.
We offer Omnitracs Professional Services to all sizes of fleets to help you utilize our applications and our partners’
applications in the most efficient way. Our assessment, integration, custom development and programming,
training, business intelligence, and predictive modeling services deliver practical solutions. This critical
information increases your productivity and efficiency, so you can both grow and differentiate your business.
The Omnitracs Services Portal provides access to a suite of web-based fleet management applications, including
satellite mapping. Data from the Services Portal can be integrated into your existing enterprise systems.

About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs is the global pioneer of innovative and comprehensive fleet management solutions transforming the
transportation industry through technology and insight. Omnitracs’ more than twenty five years of leadership
and experience uniquely positions it to serve the industry’s needs for seamlessly integrated compliance, safety,
productivity, route planning and delivery, analytics, and transportation management system solutions. Omnitracs’
more than 1000 employees deliver software-as-a-service based solutions that help more than 40,000 private and
for-hire fleet customers manage over 1,500,000 mobile assets in more than 70 countries. Omnitracs’ portfolio
encompasses Omnitracs Latin America and the solutions formerly known as Roadnet Technologies, XRS Corp,
Sylectus, and Omnitracs Analytics. Omnitracs is a member of the Vista Equity Partners group of companies.

Learn how you can use our applications,
platforms, and services to reduce costs,
increase profitability, and stay competitive.
Visit www.omnitracs.com and let us show you
how you can save time and money.

717 N. Harwood Street
Suite 1300
Dallas, Texas 75201
U.S.A.
(800) 348-7227
www.omnitracs.com
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